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How to Measure Yourself

Gina Renee Designs
Helping You Create Clothes that make You Feel Great

by providing Fashionable Sewing Patterns that Fit

COPYRIGHT  C  GINA RENEE 2020

 (use #GRDmethod, #MakingAMoulage, & @GinaReneeDesigns on Instagram)

tape measure

clear grid ruler

1/2” x 3/4“ (1cm x 2cm) white labels/stickers

scotch tape (matte, not shiney)

3/8” wide (1cm) elastic- 6 yards/meters

3/8” wide (1cm) ribbon- 3 yards/meters

black marker

L-square ruler

chain necklace (one you already have)

Print pages 2-3 of this guide to write down 

your measurements

pencil

scissors for cutting ribbon and elastic

Full-Length Mirror

Optional: mini-level

Tools & Supplies for 
How to Measure Yourself

What to wear:
Wear your everyday bra and panties. 

Don’t wear a sports bra or push up bra, unless 
that is what you normally wear on a daily basis. 

Don’t wear shoes. 
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3/8

1/2

5/8

3/4

7/8

= .125

= .25

= .375

= .5

= .625

= .75

= .875

Inches

Fractions   Decimals

Quick Reference

*Note* You can use either 
Inches (Imperial) or 
Centimeters (Metric). 

If you’re using Inches, you can 
use fractions or decimals. 
Whichever you prefer. 

For Metric, 
measure only to the millimeter, 
for example 1.2cm, not 1.25cm.
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These are your own Body Measurements.

A) Apex to Apex

D) Front Length: HPS to Waist (Elas�c over Bust)

E) Total Neck Circumference

F) Across Shoulders: Edge of Bone to Bone

G) Distance from HPS to Across Front

H) Across Front

I) Center Front (CF) to Apex

J) LPS to Apex

K) Bust (Full Bust)

L) Waist (True Waist)

M) Side Length at Side Seam: Level from Ruler to Waist

N) Length from "Level Above Bust" to "Waist"

O) Above Bust at Smallest Circumference (High Bust) 

(Not Level)

P) Distance from Above Bust to Apex

Q) Side Waist to Floor

My Body Measurements
Print Me

Pages 2
 &3

If you’re using Inches, you can 

measure only to the millimeter, 

Point of Measure:
Name: __________________________ Date________________

B) Front Torso Length: CF Neck to Waist (Without Elas�c)

C) Front Torso Length: CF Neck to Waist (Elas�c over Bust)

Units (circle one): Inches or Centimeters

Your Measurement:

You can use either Inches (Imperial) or Centimeters (Metric).
These are NOT the drafting measurements for your Moulage pattern.
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These are your own Body Measurements.

High Hip Posi�on Down from Waist. 

S) High Hip 

Low Hip Posi�on Down from Waist. 
Place the Elas�c on the low hip at the largest area. Then 

measure between the low hip elas�c and the waist. 

Round to one of the op�ons given, circle your selec�on:

 

 

U) Low Hip

V) Armhole Circumference

W) CF Waist to Floor

X) Back Torso Length (CB)

Y) Back Length from HPS

Z) Across Back

AA) CB waist to LPS

BB) L-Square parallel to floor from shoulder blade to the 

middle of shoulder seam (Shoulder seam Dart Depth Calcula�on)

DD) CB Neck to Hip (Walking Along Curvature of Back)

EE) CB Neck to Hip (Straight Tape Measure)

R) 

T) 

CC) L-Square Diagonal (hypotenuse of triangle between 

s�cker lines) (Shoulder seam Dart Length Calcula�on) 

My Body Measurements (continued)
Imperial 
(Inches)

Metric 
(Cen�meters) 

Choose from the op�ons to the right. 

If you are shorter, go with the lower numbers, taller 

people go with the higher numbers, circle your selec�on:  

3

3 1/2

4

4 1/2

5

5 1/2

7.5

9

10.5

12

13.5

15

Imperial 
(Inches)

Metric 
(Cen�meters) 

7

7 1/2

8

8 1/2

9

9 1/2

10

10 1/2

11

17.5

19

20.5

22

23.5

25

26.5

28
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Abbreviations & Terminology

HPS = High Point Shoulder - 
the top shoulder area by the 
neckline. 

LPS = Low Point 
Shoulder - the top 
shoulder area by 
the armhole. 

APEX = The high 
point area of 
the bust. The 
position can be 
where the nipple 
of the breast is, 
but not always.

CB = Center 
Back - the 
center back of 
your body 
(along the 
spine)

CF = Center Front - the 
center front of your body.

POM(s) = Point of Measure(s)
The position your are measuring. 

For example, the “Bust” is a 
point of measure that is the 

circumference of the Full bust. 
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center back of 

Front  Sticker Reference Locations
= sticker with straight line

= sticker with a “T”

= sticker with an “X” or “cross”
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= sticker with straight line

= sticker with a “T”

= sticker with an “X” or “cross”

Back Sticker Reference Locations

Same stickers as in 
the front view. 
They wrap towards 
the back.

Points of Measure - Steps M & N
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Points of Measure  - Step A
A) Apex to Apex

A

Follow the Video!
Even though this guide is a great reference for you, You absolutely need to watch the video 
to follow the steps exactly. This guide is only an overview for you. It doesn’t go into the 
same depth as the video and you’ll likely make mistakes along the way if you don’t watch the 
video. 

Make sure you’ve printed out pages 2-3 to write down your measurements as you go. Please 
keep the stickers on as you go, unless otherwise instructed. Many of the stickers are used in 
multiple points of measure. If the stickers don’t stay on, use long pieces of tape on top of 
them to make it stick! 

At the end of this Module, make sure you have a measurement for every Point of Measure. You 
want to be sure you have all your measurements before you remove your stickers!

Hang in there! This module will take about 1 1/2 to 2 hours if you have someone helping you 
for the whole thing. Otherwise, it can take 2-3 hours if you are doing it primarily alone. 
You’ll still need some help from someone for your back measurements at the end of this 
module. 

The BIGGEST feedback from the students: take ACCURATE measurements and even remeasure 
yourself to double/triple check your work. Always double check your sticker placements 
before you take your measurements. I can’t emphasize this enough. Your fit is directly based on 
your measurements.

This is the Hardest Module of them all! It may even test your patience! Stick with it. 
You can do it! I know you can!
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Points of Measure - Steps B & C

C) Front Torso Length: CF Neck 
to Waist (Elastic over Bust)

Center of 
lower 

Waist 

Elastic over 
bust. Tape 
Measure goes 
over the 
elastic.

Center of 
lower neck

Waist 

B) Front Torso Length: CF Neck to 
Waist (Without Elastic)

Walk the 
tape measure 
along the 

body.

Your (C) measurement should 
be LONGER than your previous 
(B) measurement.

Allow the tape measure to go 
under your BRA for this step!
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D) Front Length: HPS to Waist 
(Elastic over Bust)

High Point
Shoulder

Elastic over 
bust. Tape 
Measure goes 
over the 
elastic.

E) Total Neck Circumference

Waistline

The tape measure does not need to 
be on the HPS sticker. 
The tape measure will go to the 
intersection point of the ‘T’ sticker 
at the center front neck.

Points of Measure - Steps D & E
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F) Across Shoulders: Edge of 
Bone to Bone

Bone to Bone

G) Distance from HPS to Across 
Front

Across
Front

H) Across Front

Find your LPS, your finger will 
not move much when lifting 
your arm up and down.

Feel for the 
soft part of 
the armhole

H)

Points of Measure - Steps F & G

I suggest to Go Smaller here than you think 
you need for your moulage. Most people have 
the tendancy to go too wide here.
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J) LPS to Apex

I) Center Front (CF) to Apex

LPS 

If you have one shoulder higher than 
the other, I suggest to measure the 
side that is higher. You could also 
measure both sides, just so you know 
for your fitting later on.

Points of Measure - Steps I & J
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K) Bust (Full Bust)

L) Waist (True Waist)

Full Bust 
circumfer-
ence around 
largest 
point.

Smallest 
Part

Points of Measure - Steps K & L

Use your Level to be sure 
it’s parallel to the floor.

Use your Level to be sure 
it’s parallel to the floor.
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M) Side Length at Side Seam: Level from Ruler to Waist

N) Length from "Level Above Bust" 
to "Waist"

ruler ruler

walk the 
tape measure 
against your 
body.

After you take this measurement, Remove the 
sticker you placed above the bust.

Points of Measure - Steps M & N

If one breast is smaller than the 
other, I suggest to measure the 
smaller side for this measurement.

Use your Level if you 
have one, to be sure the 
ruler is parallel to the 
Floor!

KEEP THE RULER IN PLACE 
FOR THE NEXT MEASUREMENT!

wrap the parallel ruler towards the front of 
your body, to place the sticker position. if you 
don’t have a bendable ruler, use a piece of paper to 
wrap it across your body. making sure the paper is 
in the same position as the ruler in the previous 
step. 

Don’t shove the ruler too high up in 
the armpit. It should be comfortably 
below the crease in the arm area.
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Smallest
circumference 
Above your bust.

Above Bust
sticker you’ve 
placed in the 
previous step (O). 
Make sure you are 
NOT using the 
sticker from step 
(N)!

O) Above Bust at Smallest Circumference (High Bust) (not level)

P) Distance from Above Bust to Apex

Remove the sticker from the previous step (N).

Points of Measure - Steps O & P

This will NOT be 
parallel to the floor.!

Before you move the tape measure from 
this Above bust position, place a sticker at 
the top edge of the tape measure. 
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to Floor

Q) Side Waist to Floor

Step on the ribbons in order to 
get the edge of the tape measure 
totally aligned with the floor.

Points of Measure - Step Q  

You might be asking, why do we 
need this measurement? We use 
this for determining if we need 
the waist shaping in the front, 
based on the calculations. The 
GRD method takes into account 
4 body measurements use com-
plex formulas  to determine the 
waist shapings.

Waistline
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Waistline

High Hip 
area

R) High Hip Position Down from Waist. 

S) High Hip

Choose your high hip area from the 
options on the list. You can choose 
whichever number you want here. If 
you are shorter, go with the shorter 
measurements. If you are taller, go 
with the longer measurements.

Points of Measure - Steps R & S

Use your Level to be sure 
it’s parallel to the floor.
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Waistline

Low Hip line

T) Low Hip Position Down from Waist. 

U) Low Hip

Points of Measure - Steps T & U

Choose your low hip area from the 
options on the list. You’ll place the 
elastic on the largest part of your 
hips over your bumm area, then meas-
ure the distance between the waist 
and the hips. You’ll pick the closest 
measurement that’s on the list.

Use your Level to be sure 
it’s parallel to the floor.
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Waistline

Floor

V) Armhole Circumference W) CF Waist to Floor

Step on the ribbons 
in order to get the 
edge of the tape 
measure totally 
aligned with the 
floor.

Points of Measure - Steps V & W
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Center of 
lower neck

Waistline

X) Back Torso Length (CB)

Points of Measure - Step X

You need help for these back measurements!
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High Point
Shoulder

Across 
Back

Y) Back Length from HPS

Waistline

Z) Across Back

Points of Measure - Steps Y & Z

I suggest to Go Smaller here than you think 
you need for your moulage. Most people have 
the tendancy to go too wide here. Page 20



AA) CB waist to LPS

CB Waist 
Parallel 
to the 
floor.

Low Point
Shoulder

Sticker placed at the middle of shouler seam 

Sticker placed where 
the L-Square lightly 
touches the across 
back area.

See next page for obtaining the 
measurements of BB and CC.

Points of Measure - Steps AA,  BB &  CC

In steps BB and CC, you’ll first place the stickers on the L-square as shown 
in the video and below. Then to get the measurements, see the next page.

Measure the SAME side that you did 
in the front Step (J). If you measured 
both sides, distinguish them as wear-
er’s left and wearer’s right sides. 
You will use the longer measurement 
to draft your pattern. 

Use your Level to be sure the 
ruler is parallel to the floor.
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DD) CB Neck to Hip (Walking Along Curvature of Back)

Walk the tape 
measure from 
the center 
back to the  
Hip line.

Hip line

Center of 
lower 

BB) Continued...
L-Square parallel to floor from 
shoulder blade to the middle of 
shoulder seam (Shoulder seam 
Dart Depth calculation) 

CC) L-Square Diagonal (hypotenuse 
of triangle between sticker lines) 
(Shoulder seam Dart Length Calcu-
lation) 

Points of Measure - Steps BB, CC & DD 

Measure the inner edge of the L-square ruler to the 
line on the stickers as shown in the video.

Tip: Have the person helping you, tape the tape 
measure in several places to stick it to your 
body. This is a more sure way of getting the 
“walking” measurement for those who are not 
used to taking body measurements.
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EE) CB Neck to Hip (Straight Tape Measure)

Hip line

Congratulations, you have now taken all 
of your Body Measurements!

You’re ready to Make your Moulage!

This measurement 
should NOT walk 
along the back. Center of 

lower 

Points of Measure - Step EE

The tape measure will go straight. 
floating away from the body at
the waist line.

I know, this was a lot of work & it required a LOT of patience. 
Taking your measurements is not an easy task! 

But, now you’re done and ready to move on to the next steps :) 
Great work!
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